
1) Current intensity = ……quantity of electric charge……   ÷  ………time….. 
2) Ammeter is connected in …series… in the circuit. 
3) The current intensity that flows in the circuit when the amount of 
charges is  
    1 coulomb and the time needed is 1 second is called ..ampere…. 
4) The transfer of electric charges from electric conductor to another depends  
       on the …potential difference……. 
5) The electric potential difference is measured by the ………voltmeter….   
       apparatus and ……volt…… unit. 
6) The work done to transfer electric charges is measured by …...joule... 
unit. 
7) Voltmeter is used to measure… potential difference…. and …e.m.f….. 
8) Voltmeter is connected in… parallel…… in the circuit. 
9) The potential difference between the two poles of the battery when the   
       circuit is opened is called …electro motive force……. 
10) Ammeter is symbolized with …(A).. in the circuit , while voltmeter is 
symbolized with ……(V)…… 
11) The opposition that the current faces during its motion in the wires is 
called ……resistance………… 
12) The measuring unit of the electric resistance is ……ohm…….. 

 

Question two: Give reasons for:  
1) The value of the current intensity increases if the time needed to transfer 
the charges decreases. 
……bec: there is inverse relation between time and intensity…………. 
 
2) Ammeter is connected in series in the electric circuit. 
…to measure the electric current intensity 
3- charging the mobile requires electric transformer 
To change the high electric voltage in to smaller suitable for mobile 
 
 



4-rheostate is used in some electric circuit 
To control the electric current intensity and the potential difference 
  
 
Question six: write the scientific term for each of the following: 

1- The flow of electric charges in an electric wire.   (electric current…) 

2- The amount of electricity in coulomb that flow in an electric wire in a unit  

     time.                                                                

  ( electric current intensity…) 

3- The measuring units of the electric charges.         (coulomb…) 

4- The apparatus that uses to determine the E.M.F   (voltmeter…) 

5- The electric current that is resulted from the passing of electric charges of 1  

    coulomb in unit time.                                             (…ampere…) 

6- The apparatus that is connected in series to measure the current intensity. 

                                                                                   (ammeter…) 

7- The state of the conductor that show the transfer of electricity from and to it. 

                                                                         

(…electric potential of conductor…) 

       

8- The ratio between the electric current intensity and the potential 

difference. 

                                                                                   (…resistance…) 

9- The resistance of a conductor in which the electric current is 1 Ampere 

and  the potential difference is 1 volt.                          (…ohm……) 


